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The food industry and many researchers have been focusing on nonthermal methods of food 
preservation due to their ability to preserve food quality and decrease the amount of energy 
required to treat food products. Some of the nonthermal methods studied include UV light, high 
intensity ultrasound (HIU), and the addition of natural, FDA approved, antimicrobial compounds. 
In this study, UHT milk, inoculated with Escherichia coli K12 or Listeria innocua L2, was exposed 
to a sequential treatment of HIU, UV-A light, and the addition of either Nisin or ε-poly(lysine). 
Storage studies at either 4 °C or 25 °C for 24 h were performed on all statistically significant (P < 
0.05) treatments. The sequential treatments proved to be effective providing 1 ‒ 4 log (CFU/mL) 
reductions using a total of 111 ± 2 kJ kg-1, which is ~ 38% less energy than standard, thermal 
pasteurization. The storage studies had varying results, with some treatments showing an increase 
in the microbial load while others continued to decline or had no detectable colonies. Changes in 
color and pH were also measured, with statistically significant changes (P < 0.05) in color and 




This study also determined the antimicrobial mechanism and microbial inactivation 
kinetics of UV-A light on processed cheese, inoculated with the same microorganisms. It was 
found that to achieve a ~ 6 log (CFU/g) decrease, ~ 70 min of UV-A light was needed for E. coli 
K12 and ~ 130 min for L. innocua L2. The surface of the cheese was analyzed using infrared (IR) 
spectroscopy showing a decrease in moisture content but no apparent changes in the surface 
chemistry. A statistically significant (P < 0.05) effect was observed in the color of the cheese after 
UV-A light exposure. Fluorometric evaluations showed there were also significant (P < 0.05) 
increases in oxidative stress and membrane damage observed for both bacteria, which was more 






Synergistic Effect of High Intensity Ultrasound, Antimicrobial Compounds, and UV-A Light on 
Microbial Quality of Dairy Products 
Bryce Rodney Hales 
Food spoilage and contamination remains a common problem within the food industry. 
Furthermore, the continued change of consumer demand and perspective on food quality and 
products has led the food industry and researchers to find new methods of food preservation. Many 
of these new methods hope to use non-thermal processes since thermal processes tend to decrease 
the overall quality of the final product. Some new non-thermal methods that have been looked at 
are the use of high intensity ultrasound (HIU), ultraviolet light, and the use of natural 
antimicrobials. In this study, UHT milk inoculated with either E. coli K12 or L. innocua L2 was 
treated with a combination of HIU (30 s), UV-A light (15 min), and the addition of a natural, FDA 
approved, antimicrobial compound: Nisin or ε-poly(lysine). The treatments displayed the ability 
to inactivate the microorganisms by up to ~ 99.99% while using ~ 38 % less energy than traditional, 
thermal pasteurization. Samples were also stored for a period of 24 h at 4 °C (refrigeration 
temperature) or 25 °C (room temperature) following the treatment. The samples stored at 4 °C 
showed a slight, continued decrease in the number of microorganisms, or microbial load, while 
the majority of the samples stored at 25 °C had an increase in the overall microbial load. Thus, the 
optimal temperature for storage was found to be 4 °C. Minor changes in pH were observed as well 
as changes in the color, which were, however, not discernable with the visible eye.  
 This study also measured the ability of UV-A light to inactivate the same microorganisms 
on the surface of processed cheese. To decrease the microbial load by ~ 99.9999% a total of ~ 70 




the cheese was analyzed using infrared spectroscopy and showed no changes in the surface 
chemistry but did show a decrease in moisture content. Minor changes in the color of the surface 
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Novel Methods of Food Preservation 
 
Food preservation can be dated back to ancient civilizations. Simple methods including sun drying, 
fermentation, and the addition of natural preservatives, such as salt, were used in these early times 
to preserve the quality of foods (Floros et al., 2010). These ancient methods for food preservation 
are still utilized today, however, with the continued advancement of technology, general 
knowledge, and consumer demand, many improvements and new methods have been made to 
improve food preservation. 
 All methods of food preservation share the same goal, to increase the shelf-life and safety 
of foods. This can be achieved by altering the physical, chemical, or biological properties of a 
given food (Mustapha & Lee, 2017). Many of the food preservation techniques used focus on 
altering the physical properties of the food, for example heating, freezing, refrigeration, and 
decreasing water activity. Heating has proven to decrease the number of disease-causing, or 
pathogenic, microorganisms, as well as inactivating spoilage enzymes and microorganisms.  
Freezing and refrigeration decrease microbial metabolism and replication thus slowing the rate of 
food spoilage. Decreasing the water activity in a food can effectively halt the growth and 
survivability of many microorganisms, including spoilage molds (Erkmen & Bozoglu, 2016). The 
application of additives and preservatives has also been used by chemically altering foods. 
Although these methods have proven to help preserve food, they have also been shown to decrease 




additives and preservatives, thus inspiring the need for new methods of food preservation that 
maintain the food quality (Gokoglu, 2019). 
 There is a wide range of new food preservation techniques that have been explored, mainly 
focusing on altering their physical properties. These include gamma radiation, pulsed light 
technology, pulsed electric fields, ultrahigh pressure, ultrasound, and ultraviolet (UV) light. All 
these techniques aim to increase shelf-life and minimize the reduction of the food quality (Yousef 
& Balasubramaniam, 2013). 
 
Use of Ultrasound 
 
Ultrasound has been used for a wide range of purposes. It is commonly used in the medical field 
for imaging, therapy, and to modify body tissues. The food industry also utilizes ultrasound 
technology to monitor and characterize food properties. It has also shown to be a potential 
alternative method in food preservation without altering or destroying the desired nutrients and 
quality of food (Ercan & Soysal, 2013). Each of these different functions of ultrasound can be 
categorized into three different groups based on the frequency and power or intensity of the 
ultrasound used (Martini, 2013). 
The first group is “diagnostic ultrasound” which is noninvasive and is commonly used for 
imaging in the medical field. It utilizes high frequencies (1 ‒ 10 MHz) with low power (< 100 mW 
cm-2). The second group is “high frequency ultrasound” which utilizes frequencies lower than the 
diagnostic ultrasound, with a range between 100 kHz and 1 MHz, as well as using a low intensity. 
High frequency ultrasound is used to monitor and characterize food properties without causing 
damage to the food content. The last group is “power ultrasound”, or “high intensity ultrasound” 




technique is highly invasive and is used to change physiochemical properties. HIU has been used 
both medically and in the food industry (Martini, 2013). 
HIU provides many benefits to the food industry and has shown to be effective at damaging 
microorganisms through acoustic cavitation. Acoustic cavitation occurs as HIU waves create 
micro gas bubbles that then implode creating hot zones with increased pressure. As the bubble 
implodes, it releases shockwaves that radiate out causing intracellular cavitation and damaging 
microbial cell walls and cellular structures (Ganesan et al., 2015). HIU has shown to not only 
effectively reduce bacterial cells, but also limits the reduction of the food quality. Although the 
benefits of HIU on food preservation are known throughout the food industry, the limited 
accessibility and cost of the needed equipment have hindered the widespread use of ultrasound 
commercially (Rastogi, 2011). 
 
Use of Ultraviolet Light 
  
Ultraviolet (UV) light has shown to be a promising alternative technique of food preservation. Its 
ability to disinfect and reduce the number of microorganisms without risking the integrity and 
quality of the food has promoted its use and further research. As a result, the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) approved the alternative use of UV light instead of thermal pasteurization 
for treating fresh juice products (Koutchma, 2008). 
 UV light can be divided into three different types based on their emission wavelength, 
which are UV-A, UV-B, and UV-C.  Each type of UV light has also shown various benefits for 
the food industry. UV-A has been used for water purification and is classified by wavelengths 




between 280 and 315 nm. UV-C is defined by wavelengths ranging from 200 and 280 nm and has 
been used for food processing, particularly aiding in microbial inactivation (Datta & Tomasula, 
2015).  
 UV light exposure can have different effects depending on the type of microorganism. The 
size, density, and other phenotypic properties of the microorganism or solution can determine the 
amount of UV light that is absorbed. Once UV light, particularly UV-C light, has been absorbed 
by a microorganism, it causes a cross-linking of thymine and cytosine in the microbial DNA. This 
results in suppressing transcription and replication of the DNA strand and ultimately causing cell 
death (Guerrero-Beltrán & Barbosa-Cánovas, 2004). Although UV light has limitations in how far 
it can penetrate a food’s surface, its ability to reduce microorganisms and limit undesired changes 
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With the change of consumer perspective on food preservation methods and the need for new 
techniques used to preserve the quality of food, the addition of natural antimicrobial compounds 
seems to be a logical approach.  Several natural antimicrobial compounds have been given the 
status of generally recognized as safe (GRAS) by the FDA, with ε-poly(lysine) (EPL) being among 
them (Kozak et al., 2018). EPL is a polypeptide that consists of several repeating lysine subunits. 
These lysine subunits electrostatically adhere and interfere with cell membranes of molds, yeasts, 
and Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Its ability to be soluble in water, work at neutral 
pH and lower temperatures, and limit organoleptic changes make it desirable and allow for it to 
work in several types of media, including milk and dairy products (Kozak et al., 2018). 
 EPL has been tested in milk samples inoculated with Listeria monocytogenes and exhibited 
inhibitory and bactericidal effects. Concentrations of 100 and 200 mg/L proved to inhibit the 
growth of L. monocytogenes for a duration of 21 days, with lower bacterial counts than the initial 
count for the 200 mg/L concentration. At higher concentrations, 400 and 800 mg/L, a gradual 
decline in bacterial counts was shown over a 21-day timeframe. The 800 mg/L concentration 







High Intensity Ultrasound Application in Milk 
 
High intensity ultrasound (HIU) has been well established as a potential food preservation method 
due to its ability to reduce the microbial loads in liquid foods. Several studies have been done 
testing its efficacy in fluid milk. One study indicated that HIU when combined with a thermal 
treatment reduced the microbial load by at least 5 logarithmic reductions (Ganesan et al., 2015). 
This was supported in another study that showed a logarithmic reduction of 3.9 cycles when HIU 
was combined with a thermal treatment, with a temperature greater than 70 °C, in raw milk. It also 
indicated a 1.8 logarithmic cycle reduction with the use of only HIU with a temperature below 57 
°C. The physiochemical properties and kinetic stability of the raw milk were also analyzed after 
both treatments. Kinetic stability refers to the rate that reactions or transformations will occur, such 
as creaming, sedimentation, flocculation, and coalescence. Both treatments showed a significant 
decrease in fat globule size and maintained kinetic stability during storage. The enzymes naturally 
present in raw milk, alkaline phosphatase and lactoperoxidase, were inactivated in the combined 
HIU and thermal treatment, while only alkaline phosphatase was inactivated in the HIU only 
treatment (Scudino et al., 2020). The inactivation of alkaline phosphatase is used in the dairy 
industry as an indicator that pasteurization was successful (Hoy & Neave, 1937). Lactoperoxidase 
is an antimicrobial agent and can increase the shelf life of milk when activated (Lara-Aguilar & 








UV Light in Liquid and Solid Foods 
 
UV light, particularly UV-C, is well known for reducing the number of microorganisms in various 
mediums. It has been used for surface decontamination as well as decontamination of liquid foods 
and beverages. Although UV-C is the only range that is inherently antimicrobial, it has been shown 
that it has harmful effects on humans, thus raising concerns for operation in the food industry. UV-
A and UV-B have shown antimicrobial effects when combined with other agents and, unlike UV-
C, are not harmful to humans. 
When using UV light, the efficacy of the microbial reduction is dependent upon the 
solutions absorbance coefficient (Koutchma, 2008). A study tested the efficacy of UV-C light, 
with a wavelength of 253.7 nm, in skim milk against three known pathogenic organisms, 
Escherichia coli ATCC 25922, Salmonella typhimurium ATCC 13311, and Listeria 
monocytogenes ATCC 19115. They observed that when UV-C was given at a dose of 40 mJ/cm2 
the three pathogenic organisms had an inactivation value greater than 5 log (Gunter-Ward et al., 
2018) This has helped show that UV-C light does work in liquid foods and also in mediums with 
higher absorbance coefficients. 
 A combination treatment of UV-C light and a natural antimicrobial agent, lemongrass oil, 
was used on goat meat to test its efficacy on solid foods. The goat meat was exposed to UV-C light 
for 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 minutes at a dose of 0.2 – 2.4 mJ/cm2 with lemongrass oil concentrations 
at 0.25%, 0.5%, and 1% (w/v). A synergistic effect between the UV-C and lemongrass oil was 
noticed with a 6.66 log (CFU/mL) reduction at 1% lemongrass oil concentration and UV-C dose 
of 2.4 mJ/cm2 for 2 minutes (Degala et al., 2018). This shows that the application of UV-C for 




Recent studies have also indicated microbial inactivation when UV-A light has been used 
with another agent or compound. One such study showed that the combination of UV-A light and 
benzoic acid was able to inactivate E. coli O157:H7 inoculated on fresh produce by > 5 
log(CFU/mL) within 30 min. In the same work it was also discovered that the antimicrobial 
mechanism was due to membrane damage, intracellular acidification, and intracellular oxidative 
stress, by way of the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Ding et al., 2018). Various 
other studies have looked at the antimicrobial effects of the combination of polypropylene blended 
with polycations, peptides, or proteins and subsequent UV-A light exposure (Bastarrachea, 2019; 
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HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES 
 
UV-A light has shown to have antimicrobial effects which are greatly increased when combined 
with another biocidal agent. The sequential treatment of the addition of a natural antimicrobial 
compound, Nisin or ε-poly(lysine), HIU, and UV-A light may result in an effective method to 
reduce the microbial load in liquid dairy products. Similarly, UV-A light when exposed to the 





Evaluate the effect of the combination of UV-A light, high intensity ultrasound, and natural 
antimicrobials in the microbial quality of milk. Milk inoculated with different genera of 
microorganisms will be treated with different combinations of high intensity ultrasound and UV-
A light exposure times. It is anticipated that the combination of these antimicrobial agents will 




Evaluate the antimicrobial effect of UV-A light in cheese. Processed cheese will be inoculated 
with different genera of bacteria and exposed to different UV-A light exposure times. The kinetics 






SYNERGISTIC EFFECT OF HIGH INTENSITY ULTRASOUND, UV-A LIGHT, AND 




The synergistic effect between high intensity ultrasound (HIU), UV-A light, and natural 
antimicrobials on the microbial quality of milk was studied. Milk with either ε-poly(lysine) or 
Nisin was subjected to a sequential application of HIU (30 s) and UV-A exposure (15 min). 
Following the sequential exposure to HIU and UV-A light, all treatments that were statistically 
significant underwent a storage study where the milk samples were stored to either 4 °C or 25 °C 
for 24 h. When Escherichia coli K12 was exposed to 30 s HIU, 15 min UV-A light, and ε-
poly(lysine), a ~ 2 logarithmic reduction was achieved. The storage study showed a decline in the 
microbial load to 1.35 ± 0.2 log (CFU/mL) at 4 °C and no detectable load at 25 °C. When E. coli 
K12 was exposed to the same times of HIU and UV-A light but with Nisin, a ~ 1 logarithmic 
reduction was achieved. For the storage study, the final microbial load was 4.4 ± 0.1 log (CFU/mL) 
at 4 °C. However, at 25 °C the microbial load increased to 8.1 ± 0.1 log (CFU/mL). When Listeria 
innocua L2 was exposed to 30 s of HIU, 15 min of UV-A light, and ε-poly(lysine), no significant 
interaction was found. For the case of L. innocua L2 exposed to the same HIU and UV-A light 
times and with Nisin, a ~ 4 logarithmic reduction was achieved.  
 
1 Submitted to LWT - Food Science & Technology. Synergistic Effect of High Intensity 
Ultrasound, UV-A Light, and Natural Preservatives on the Microbial Quality of Milk. Bryce R. 





The storage study showed a microbial load of 1.6 ± 0.7 log(CFU/mL) after 24 h at 4 °C, while the 
microbial load increased to 5.2 ± 0.1 log (CFU/mL) at 25 °C. Statistically significant changes in 
color were found between the control commercial milk, and the milk exposed to HIU and UV-A 
light (with either ε-poly(lysine) or Nisin). No significant change in pH was found between the 
control and the milk incorporated with Nisin and exposed to HIU and UV-A light, however a 
statistically significant change was found for the milk with added ε-poly(lysine). There was a total 





As technology has advanced, perspectives and demands of consumers have changed, and an 
increase in general knowledge and understanding, many novel methods of food preservation have 
been explored. One such method is the use of power ultrasound, or high intensity ultrasound (HIU). 
HIU can be defined by low frequencies (20-100 kHz) with high intensity (10-10,000 W cm-2) and 
has proven to be effective at damaging microorganism through acoustic cavitation. Acoustic 
cavitation occurs as HIU waves create micro gas bubbles that then implode creating hot zones with 
extreme pressure. As the bubbles implode, they release shockwaves that radiate out causing 
intracellular cavitation and damaging microbial cell walls and cellular structures (Ganesan et al., 
2015). One study tested the combined antimicrobial effect of low-frequency ultrasound with the 
food colorant Erythrosin B, which exhibits antimicrobial properties by itself, against Listeria 
innocua. They found that the microbial inactivation rate significantly increased when treated with 




Another new method of food preservation is the use of ultraviolet (UV) light. Its ability to 
disinfect and reduce the number of microorganisms without risking the integrity and quality of 
foods has promoted its use and further research. As a result, the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) approved the alternative use of UV light instead of thermal pasteurization for treating fresh 
juice products (Koutchma, 2008). UV light can be divided into three different types based on their 
emission wavelength, which are UV-A, UV-B, and UV-C.  Each type of UV light has also shown 
various benefits for the food industry. UV-A has been used for water purification and is classified 
by wavelengths between 315 and 400 nm. UV-B has been used for inducing plant growth and 
contains wavelengths between 280 and 315 nm. UV-C is defined by wavelengths ranging from 
200 and 280 nm and has been used for food processing, particularly aiding in microbial inactivation 
(Datta & Tomasula, 2015). The mechanism of microbial inactivation by UV-C light involves 
cross-linking of thymine and cytosine in the microbial DNA. This results in suppressing 
transcription and replication of the DNA strand and ultimately causing cell death (Guerrero-
Beltrán & Barbosa-Cánovas, 2004). Recent studies have also indicated microbial inactivation 
when UV-A light has been used in conjunction with another agent or compound. One such study 
showed that the combination of UV-A light and benzoic acid was able to inactivate by >5 
log(CFU/mL) E. coli O157:H7 within 30 min. They also discovered that the antimicrobial 
mechanism was due to membrane damage, intracellular acidification, and intracellular oxidative 
stress, by way of the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Ding et al., 2018). When cells 
are exposed to UV-A light, components commonly found in the cell, such as Flavin or NAD (P) 
H, become excited to a triplet excited state which then forms charged radicals (Cadet et al., 2009). 
These radicals can then undergo various reactions to form ROS or peroxyl radicals. These end 




for microbial viability (Pattison & Davies, 2006). Various other studies have looked at the 
antimicrobial effects of the combination of polypropylene blended with either polycations, 
peptides, or proteins and UV-A light exposure (Bastarrachea, 2019; Gagon et al., 2019, 2020). 
Peptides and proteins, when used to modify materials and protonated, exhibit a similar 
antimicrobial mechanism as polycations which disrupts negatively charged cell membranes and 
inhibits cellular proteins and DNA or RNA synthesis (Bahar & Ren, 2013). These compounds are 
also capable of generating ROS when exposed to light which can ultimately increase their 
antimicrobial effects (Ji et al., 2011). 
With the change of consumer perspective on food preservation methods and the need for 
new techniques used to preserve the quality of food, the addition of natural antimicrobial 
compounds seems to be a logical approach.  Several natural antimicrobial compounds have been 
given the status of generally recognized as safe (GRAS) by the FDA, with ε-poly(lysine) and Nisin 
being among them. The polycation ε-poly(lysine) is a polypeptide that consists of several repeating 
lysine subunits. These lysine subunits electrostatically adhere and interfere with cell membranes 
of molds, yeasts, and Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Its ability to be soluble in water, 
work at neutral pH and lower temperatures, and limit organoleptic changes make it desirable and 
allow for it to work in several types of media, including milk and dairy products (Kozak et al., 
2018). Nisin is a bacteriocin that is produced by Lactococcus lactis ssp. lactis. Its antibacterial 
capabilities are shown to be effective against Gram-positive bacteria (Alves et al., 2016). It forms 
ion-permeable pores in the cytoplasmic membrane of microorganisms, thus leading to microbial 
inactivation (Pokhrel et al., 2019). 
Recent studies have explored the use of several food preservation methods or techniques 




Its name is a metaphor for all the different ‘hurdles’ or methods that the microorganisms need to 
overcome in order to survive (Peleg, 2020). In this research work, we will evaluate the effect of 
the combination of HIU, UV-A light, and the natural antimicrobials ε-poly(lysine) and Nisin in 
the microbial quality of milk. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Materials 
Organic ultra-high temperature (UHT) 2% fat milk purchased from local retailer. The 
antimicrobials ε-poly(lysine) (Epolyly®) (∼ 4.7kDa) and Nisin were from Handary, Brussels, 
Belgium. Tryptic soy agar (TSA) and tryptic soy broth (TSB) from Difco, Decton Dickinson 




The Gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli K12 ATCC 47009 and Gram-positive bacterium 
Listeria innocua L2 were provided by the department of Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Sciences at 
Utah State University (Logan, UT, USA). Preparation of test microorganisms was done based on 
previous works (Bastarrachea, 2019). Briefly, a loopful of a frozen stock (– 80 °C, 20% glycerol) 
from each bacterium was inoculated by streaking onto TSA plates and incubated for 24 hours at 
37 °C. A single colony of each bacterium was then inoculated into 9 mL of sterile TSB and 
incubated overnight for 12 ‒ 14 hours at 37 °C. A loopful of the overnight culture was then 




plates were stored under refrigeration for a maximum of three weeks and used for all the 
evaluations. Before any experiments were performed, a single colony of the needed bacterium was 
introduced into 9 mL of sterile TSB and incubated overnight at 37 °C for 12 ‒ 14 h. These overnight 




A factorial 2k design was used with the following factors: antimicrobial concentration, UV-A time 
(labeled as UVA) with 0 and 15 min as the levels, and ultrasound time (labeled as US) with levels 
of 0 and 30 s. For the case of the factor antimicrobial concentration, ε-poly(lysine) (labeled as 
EPL) had the levels of 0 and 2 mg/mL while Nisin (labeled as N) had the levels of 0 and 0.5 
mg/mL. The EPL concentration was chosen based on a previous study that used a concentration 
of 2.0 mg/mL in skim milk (Liu et al., 2017). The concentration for Nisin was also chosen based 
on various other works (Alves et al., 2016; Dong & Yang, 2015; Pokhrel et al., 2019). The 
dependent variable was logarithmic reductions (labeled as LR). These levels of concentration 
according to the cited works show antimicrobial effectiveness without altering other relevant 
attributes or properties of the solutions or media. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the details of the factorial 
design when either ε-poly(lysine) or Nisin were used, respectively. 
Table 3.1.  
Factorial 2k Design for ε-poly(lysine). 
Level 
Factor 
US (min) UVA (min) EPL (mg/mL) 
Low 0 0 0 






Table 3.2.  
Factorial 2k Design for Nisin. 
Level 
Factor 
US (min) UVA (min) N (mg/mL) 
Low 0 0 0 
High 0.5 15 0.5 
 
Ultrasound Treatments 
A ~ 6 log (CFU/mL) bacterial suspension was prepared by taking 1 mL of a ~ 9 log (CFU/mL) 
overnight culture and adding it to 9 mL of UHT milk in a sterile 15 mL conical tube to give a ~ 8 
log (CFU/mL) suspension. The ~ 8 log (CFU/mL) suspension was then vortexed and a volume of 
1 mL was then taken and added to another sterile conical tube with 9 mL of UHT milk to give a ~ 
7 log (CFU/mL) suspension. This was repeated again to obtain a ~ 6 log (CFU/mL) suspension. A 
stock solution of ε-poly(lysine) (200 mg/mL) was made by weighing 400 mg of EPL and mixing 
it with 2 mL of sterile DI water.   Similarly, a stock solution of Nisin (50 mg/mL) was made by 
weighing 100 mg of Nisin in a sterile 15 mL conical tube and mixing it with 2 mL of sterile DI 
water. Samples with an ε-poly(lysine) concentration of 2 mg/mL or a Nisin concentration of 0.5 
mg/mL were made by taking 7.92 mL of the ~ 6 log (CFU/mL) UHT milk suspension and 80 μL 
of the EPL or Nisin stock solution. The samples were then vortexed and 6 mL of each were placed 
in a new sterile 15 mL conical tube. An ultrasonic processor (Q500 Sonicator, QSonica Inc., 
Newtown, CT) set at 500 W and 20 kHz with a 3.2 mm titanium microtip was used. The microtip 
was set approximately 2 cm from the bottom of each 15 mL conical tube. Different times were 
used as listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Each treatment was performed in 3 independent replicates and 





UV-A Light Treatments 
After the samples were treated with the target HIU time, a volume of 1 mL with either E. coli K12 
or L. innocua, containing either EPL or Nisin was placed in a single sterile glass test tube (13 mm 
diameter). Each test tube was placed in a test tube rack and exposed to UV-A light (λ = 365 nm, 
6000 μW/cm2, approximately 15 cm) for various times that are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. A UV 
crosslinker CL-1000L (Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany) was used. After each treatment, serial 10% 
dilutions of the suspension were made in peptone water (PW) and 100 μL of each dilution were 
inoculated onto individual TSA plates. The plates were then placed in a 37 °C incubator for ~ 48 
h, and the number of survivors determined through plate counts. 
 
Storage Study 
Storage studies were performed for the treatments in which the interaction of US or HIU, UVA 
and either EPL or N from the factorial design was statistically significant (P < 0.05). After the 
samples were exposed to the designated HIU and UV-A light times, they were placed in either a 
refrigerator (4 °C) or a 25 °C incubator for 24 h. Every 8 h, 100 μL of the samples were plated on 
TSA and stored in a 37 °C incubator for ~ 48 h to determine the number of survivors through plate 
counts. 
 
Measurement of Changes in Color and pH 
Changes in color were measured from the treatments with the combinations of the highest and 
lowest levels of the factors in the 2k design (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). The samples were treated as stated 
above, with the exception that the samples were divided into six sterile, glass test tubes with a 




to be treated and analyzed. After the treatments, the samples were transferred to rectangular, glass 
test tubes and analyzed using a colorimeter (Chroma Meter CR-400, Konica Minolta, Ramsey, 
NJ). Three randomly selected spots from the transparent rectangular test tube were analyzed for 
each sample with each combination performed in triplicate. The changes in color, ΔE, were 
determined using the following equation: 
 
∆𝐸 = (∆𝐿∗) + (∆𝑎∗) + (∆𝑏∗)                (1) 
 
where ΔE is the total change in color, ΔL* is the difference in the values of luminosity L* between 
the treated and the control samples, Δa* is the difference between the treated and the control a* 
values (green-red spectrum), and Δb* is the difference between the treated and the control b* values 
(blue-yellow spectrum). 
The pH was also measured for the highest and lowest levels of each treatment combination. 
Similarly, to the color measurements, the total volume was divided into six separate, sterile test 
tubes. Following the treatments, the total sample volume was placed in a sterile conical tube and 
then the pH was measured using a pH meter (Accumet AE150, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). 
 
Measurement of Specific Heat of Milk 
In order to calculate the energy supplied to the milk samples throughout the sequential application 
of HIU and UV-A light, the specific heat (cp) of the UHT milk was measured using a Differential 
Scanning Calorimeter (DSC, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) by placing 6.0 – 11.0 mg of 




The samples were held at 10 °C for 5 min in the DSC and heated from 10 to 60 °C at a rate of 5 
°C min-1.  
The total amount of energy supplied to the milk samples during the sequential application 
of HIU and UV-A light was calculated using the following equation: 
 
𝑄 = ∫ 𝑐  𝑑𝑇                 (2) 
 
where Tf and Ti are the final and initial temperatures of the milk (°C), respectively, under the 
corresponding application of HIU or UV-A light, and cp is the specific heat capacity of the milk in 
kJ/kg°C. The total energy supplied to the milk was the sum of the energy supplied first during the 
HIU application and the energy supplied during UV-A light application. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
The 2k factorial design analysis was conducted with Minitab® version 19.2020.1 (Minitab Inc., 
State College, PA). When appropriate, statistical significance between treatments was determined 
through Tukey’s pairwise comparisons using the same software. In all statistical analyses a 
confidence interval of 95% was used. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Factorial design 
At the highest levels for the treatment combination of E. coli K12, US, UVA, and EPL, the 




and 0 mg/mL EPL there was a reduction of 0.69 ± 0.04 log(CFU/mL) (Table 3.3). A significant 
effect (P < 0.05) was found for all three factors individually. The interactions between US and 
EPL, US and UVA, and UVA and EPL were also significant (P < 0.05). The interaction of the 
three factors also had a significant effect (P < 0.05). The tridimensional and bidimensional plots 
are shown in Figure 3.1. 
Table 3.3.  
Factorial Design of E. coli K12 with EPL Results.  
Treatment 
LR 
US (min) UVA (min) EPL (mg/mL) 
0 0 0 0.00 ± 0.00a 
0 15 0 0.09 ± 0.15a 
0.5 0 0 0.72 ± 0.04b 
0.5 15 0 0.69 ± 0.04b 
0 0 2 0.08 ± 0.06a 
0 15 2 0.27 ± 0.06ab 
0.5 0 2 0.50 ± 0.44ab 
0.5 15 2 2.01 ± 0.21c 
 
Note. Treatments that share the same letter within the same column are not statistically different 












Figure 3.1.  




For the treatment combination of E. coli K12, 30 s US, 15 min UVA, and 0.5 mg/mL N, a 
reduction of 0.86 ± 0.05 log(CFU/mL) was obtained. At 30 s US, 15 min UVA, and 0 mg/mL N, 
a reduction of 0.69 ± 0.04 log(CFU/mL) was obtained (Table 3.4). A significant effect (P < 0.05) 
was found for all three factors individually. The interaction between US and EPL, US and UVA, 
and UVA and EPL were also significant (P < 0.05). Likewise, the interaction of the three factors 
had a significant effect (P < 0.05), but was not significantly different (P > 0.05) from the two-
factor interactions (Table 3.4). The tridimensional and bidimensional plots are shown in Figure 
3.2. It is important to note that Nisin is supposed to only be effective against Gram-positive 
bacteria, thus it was unexpected that a significant effect by Nisin would be observed in milk with 
E. coli K12. Another study tested E. coli K12 inactivation with the combined effect of high 




between the treatments with and without Nisin (Pathanibul et al., 2009). It has been found that 
Gram-negative bacteria are generally more susceptible to damage by mechanical stress, such as 
sonication, as compared to Gram-positive bacteria (Shiu et al., 2002). Thus, it is believed that the 
significant interaction obtained is due to the higher susceptibility to damage of Gram-negative 
bacteria to sonication rather than the presence of Nisin. 
Table 3.4.  
Factorial Design of E. coli K12 with Nisin Results.  
Treatment 
LR 
US (min) UVA (min) N (mg/mL) 
0 0 0 0.00 ± 0.00a 
0 15 0 0.09 ± 0.15a 
0.5 0 0 0.72 ± 0.04b 
0.5 15 0 0.69 ± 0.04b 
0 0 2 0.06 ± 0.09a 
0 15 2 0.84 ± 0.05b 
0.5 0 2 0.80 ± 0.07b 
0.5 15 2 0.86 ± 0.05b 
 
Note. Treatments that share the same letter within the same column are not statistically different 














Figure 3.2.  
3D and 2D Plots of Logarithmic Reductions of E. coli K12 with Nisin (N = 0.5 mg/mL). 
 
When L. innocua L2 was exposed to the highest levels of US, UVA, and EPL, a reduction 
of 0.39 ± 0.14 log(CFU/mL) was obtained while at 30 s US, 15 min UVA, and 0 mg/mL EPL there 
was a reduction of 0.21 ± 0.04 log(CFU/mL)  (Table 3.5). For each factor individually there was 
a significant effect (P < 0.05) shown. For the interaction of US and UVA there was also a 
significant effect (P < 0.05), however, for the interactions between US and EPL, and between 
UVA and EPL, there was not a significant effect (P > 0.05). Likewise, no significant effect (P > 













Table 3.5.  
Factorial Design of L. innocua L2 with EPL Results.  
Treatment 
LR 
US (min) UVA (min) EPL (mg/mL) 
0 0 0 0.00 ± 0.00a 
0 15 0 -0.01 ± 0.09a 
0.5 0 0 0.06 ± 0.03ab 
0.5 15 0 0.21 ± 0.04ab 
0 0 2 0.13 ± 0.13ab 
0 15 2 0.18 ± 0.19ab 
0.5 0 2 0.15 ± 0.14ab 
0.5 15 2 0.39 ± 0.14b 
 
Note. Treatments that share the same letter within the same column are not statistically different 
(P < 0.05). 
For the treatment combination of L. innocua L2, US, UVA, and Nisin at the highest levels, 
there was a reduction of 4.20 ± 0.36 log(CFU/mL). When exposed to 30 s US, 15 min UVA, and 
0 mg/mL Nisin, there was a reduction of 0.21 ± 0.04 log(CFU/mL)  (Table 3.6). For each factor 
individually, the interactions between US and Nisin, UVA and Nisin, and all three factors had a 
significant effect (P < 0.05). The interaction between US and UVA, however, did not have a 
significant effect (P > 0.05). Figure 3.3 shows the tridimensional and bidimensional plots. 










Table 3.6.  
Factorial Design of L. innocua L2 with Nisin Results. 
Treatment 
LR 
US (min) UVA (min) EPL (mg/mL) 
0 0 0 0.00 ± 0.00a 
0 15 0 -0.01 ± 0.09a 
0.5 0 0 0.06 ± 0.03a 
0.5 15 0 0.21 ± 0.04a 
0 0 2 1.64 ± 0.08b 
0 15 2 2.86 ± 0.18c 
0.5 0 2 3.48 ± 0.14d 
0.5 15 2 4.20 ± 0.36e 
 
Note. Treatments that share the same letter within the same column are not statistically different 
(P < 0.05). 
 
Table 3.7.  
Factorial Design Regression Equations. 
Microorganism Antimicrobial Regression Equation R2 
E. coli K12 
ε-poly(lysine) 
LR =  0.0383 × EPL +  1.435 × US +  0.0062 × UVA 
− 0.298 × EPL × US 
+  0.00319 × EPL × UVA –  0.0159 × US × UVA 
+  0.0964 × EPL × US × UVA 
0.94 
Nisin 
LR =  1.435 × US +  0.00618 × UVA 
+  0.119 × N –  0.0159 × US × UVA 
+  0.071 × US × N 




LR =  0.129 × US –  0.0008 × UVA +  0.0659 × EPL 
+  0.0205 × US × UVA –  0.048 × US × EPL 
+  0.00203 × UVA × EPL 
+  0.0025 × US × UVA × EPL 
0.63 
Nisin 
LR =  0.129 × US –  0.0008 × UVA +  3.284 × N 
+  0.0205 × US × UVA +  7.091 × US × N 










 Figure 3.3.  
3D and 2D Plots of Logarithmic Reductions of L. innocua L2 with Nisin (N = 0.5 mg/mL). 
 
Storage studies 
All the treatments that had a significant interaction of the 3 factors from the 2k design were stored 
for 24 h at two different temperatures, 4 and 25 °C to measure the microbial load over time. As 
seen in Figure 3.4, UHT milk with E. coli K12 and EPL that had been exposed sequentially to HIU 
and UV-A light had a continual biocidal effect at both the 4 and 25 °C, with the 4 °C having an 
ending microbial load of 1.25 ± 0.16 log(CFU/mL) (Table 3.8) and the latter having no detectable 
microbial load (< 1 log(CFU/mL)) after 8 h (Table 3.9). The UHT milk with E. coli K12 and Nisin 
that had been exposed sequentially to HIU and UV-A light maintained a similar microbial load at 
4 °C, ending with 4.43 ± 0.06 log(CFU/mL) (Table 3.10) while the microbial load increased to 
8.06 ± 0.14 log(CFU/mL) at 25 °C (Table 3.11) (Figure 3.5). Similarly, the UHT milk with L. 
innocua and Nisin that had been exposed sequentially to HIU and UV-A light maintained a similar 




log(CFU/mL) (Table 3.12) while increasing to 5.18 ± 0.14 log(CFU/mL) at 25 °C (Table 3.13) 
(Figure 3.6).  
Table 3.8.  
Storage Study for E. coli K12 with EPL at 4 °C. 
Treatment Average Log(CFU/mL) 
Before 5.69 ± 0.05 
After 3.29 ± 0.22 
8 h 2.07 ± 0.19 
16 h 1.61 ± 0.21 
24 h 1.25 ± 0.16 
 
Table 3.9.  
Storage Study for E. coli K12 with EPL at 25 °C. 
Treatment Average Log(CFU/mL) 
Before 5.69 ± 0.05 
After 3.29 ± 0.22 
8 h <1 
16 h <1 
24 h <1 
 
Table 3.10.  
Storage Study for E. coli K12 with Nisin at 4 °C. 
Treatment Average Log(CFU/mL) 
Before 5.60 ± 0.04 
After 4.74 ± 0.06 
8 h 4.55 ± 0.18 
16 h 4.53 ± 0.15 









Table 3.11.  
Storage Study for E. coli K12 with Nisin at 25 °C. 
Treatment Average Log(CFU/mL) 
Before 5.60 ± 0.04 
After 4.74 ± 0.06 
8 h 6.96 ± 0.06 
16 h 7.92 ± 0.13 
24 h 8.06 ± 0.14 
 
Table 3.12.  
Storage Study for L. innocua L2 with Nisin at 4 °C. 
Treatment Average Log(CFU/mL) 
Before 6.22 ± 0.02 
After 2.02 ± 0.37 
8 h 1.85 ± 0.62 
16 h 1.93 ± 1.26 
24 h 1.60 ± 0.71 
 
Table 3.13.  
Storage Study for L. innocua L2 with Nisin at 25 °C. 
Treatment Average Log(CFU/mL) 
Before 6.22 ± 0.02 
After 2.02 ± 0.37 
8 h 2.06 ± 0.45 
16 h 2.71 ± 1.48 









Figure 3.4.  
24 h Storage Study of E. coli K12 with ε-poly(lysine) (2 mg/mL) at 4 and 25 °C. 
 
 
Figure 3.5.  








Figure 3.6.  
24 h Storage Study of L. innocua L2 with Nisin (0.5 mg/mL) at 4 and 25 °C. 
 
 
Changes in color and pH 
As seen in Table 3.14, there were significant changes (P < 0.05) in the color after 30 s exposure to 
HIU and 15 min of UV-A light in UHT milk with either ε-poly(lysine) or Nisin. The overall change 
in color, ΔE, was greater for ε-poly(lysine) than for Nisin. The L* values were not significantly 
different between the control UHT milk and the treated samples containing Nisin, with the samples 
containing ε-poly(lysine) having a slightly higher value indicating a “lighter” color. The two 
treatments were significantly different for the a* values with the control having the lowest value 
and the treated milk containing ε-poly(lysine) having the highest value. The b* values were also 
all significantly different with the treated milk containing Nisin having the lowest and the treated 
milk containing ε-poly(lysine) having the highest value. A significant change (P < 0.05) in pH was 
also shown for the combination of 30 s US, 15 min UVA, and 2 mg/mL ε-poly(lysine) when 
compared to the control UHT milk while there was no significant change (P > 0.05) in the UHT 




Table 3.14.  
Changes in Color Parameters.  
Treatment L* a* b* ΔE pH 
Control 79.88 ± 0.31a -4.15 ± 0.03a 3.21 ± 0.04a - 6.65a 
ε-poly(lysine) 82.52 ± 0.16b -2.65 ± 0.09b 3.79 ± 0.09b 3.08 ± 0.18 6.53b 
Nisin 79.87 ± 0.19a -3.56 ± 0.04c 1.73 ± 0.10c 1.64 ± 0.10 6.65a 
 
Note. Treatments that share the same letter within the same column are not statistically different 
(P < 0.05). The milk samples with antimicrobials added were subjected to the maximum levels of 
US and UVA exposure times. 
Total energy input 




= 8 × 10 𝑇 − 5 × 10 𝑇 + 0.0031𝑇 + 4.5438           (3) 
 
The temperatures were measured before and after the HIU and UV-A light application, 
with the starting temperature at 23.20 ± 0.1 °C. The temperature then increased to 46.23 ± 0.1 °C 
following the 30 s of HIU. Following the HIU treatment, there was a transition phase where the 
samples’ temperature decreased to 28.53 ± 0.1 °C which was used as the initial temperature for 
the UV-A treatment. After the 15 min of UV-A light exposure, the temperature increased to 30.63 
± 0.2 °C (Figure 3.7). The temperatures reached by the milk during the HIU and UV-A light 
exposure times were then used in Equation 2 and 3 to calculate the total energy supplied. A total 
of 111 ± 2 kJ kg-1 was supplied for the entire treatment, which is ~ 38% less than standard, thermal 











The combined use of high intensity ultrasound, UV-A light, and ε-poly(lysine) or Nisin was able 
to achieve a 1 – 4 logarithmic reduction when exposed to E. coli K12 and L. innocua L2. The 
continued biocidal effect or growth inhibition when stored at 4 °C could decrease the risk of 
spoilage during transportation or storage. Although no detectable microbial load was found when 
ε-poly(lysine) was added to milk inoculated with E. coli K12 and exposed to HIU and UV-A light 
for 24 h at 25 °C, the increase in the microbial load observed in the rest of the treatments stored at 




treatments have on the physiochemical or sensory properties, although significant in some cases, 
could be considered imperceptible. With the combined total energy input being less than thermal 
pasteurization, this could result in an alternative method of milk preservation. Further research is 
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Ultraviolet (UV) light has exhibited antimicrobial effects, with recent studies looking at UV-A 
light in particular. The objective of this study was to determine the antimicrobial mechanism and 
microbial inactivation kinetics of UV-A light on processed cheese. Processed cheese was 
inoculated with Escherichia coli K12 and Listeria innocua to get a final concentration of ~ 5 log 
(CFU/g) and then exposed to 0 ‒ 60 min of UV-A light to determine the kinetics of microbial 
inactivation. The experimental data was fitted with the Weibull model of inactivation kinetics. To 
achieve a ~ 6 log(CFU/g) decrease, ~ 70 min of UV-A light exposure time were required for E. 
coli K12 and ~ 130 min for L. innocua L2. The processed cheese was analyzed using infrared (IR) 
spectroscopy after 0 and 60 min of UV-A exposure and showed no apparent changes in the surface 
chemistry. A decrease in the moisture content was noted which caused an increase in the 
concentration of lipids on the surface. A statistically significant (P < 0.05) effect was observed in 
the color of the cheese after 60 min of UV-A light exposure. The effect of the UV-A light exposure 
on the oxidative stress and membrane damage of both bacteria was analyzed through fluorometric 
techniques. A significant (P < 0.05) increase in oxidative stress and membrane damage was 
observed for both bacteria, which was more pronounced for E. coli K12. Our findings suggest the 
UV-A light could prove to be a suitable alternative for surface decontamination of dairy products. 
2 ACS - Food Science & Technology. Microbial Inactivation on a Processed Cheese Surface by 
UV-A Light. February 2021. Bryce R. Hales, Luis J. Bastarrachea. (original copyright notice as 







Ultraviolet (UV) light has shown to be a promising alternative technique of food preservation. Its 
ability to disinfect and reduce the number of microorganisms without risking the integrity and 
quality of the food has promoted its use and further research. It has been used in the food industry 
to decontaminate surfaces, particularly processing equipment(Koutchma, 2008). Many foodborne 
outbreaks, including those for dairy products, can be linked to contaminated processing equipment. 
When contaminated processing equipment comes in contact with a product, particularly the 
product surfaces for solid foods, it has an increased chance to contaminate the finished product 
and ultimately result in a foodborne illness(Kousta et al., 2010). 
 UV light can be divided into three different types based on their emission wavelength, 
which are UV-A, UV-B, and UV-C.  Each type of UV light has shown various benefits for the 
food industry. UV-A has been used for water purification and is classified by wavelengths between 
315 and 400 nm. UV-B has been used for inducing plant growth and covers the wavelengths 
between 280 and 315 nm. UV-C is defined by wavelengths ranging from 200 and 280 nm and has 
been used for food processing, particularly aiding in microbial inactivation(Datta & Tomasula, 
2015).  
UV light exposure can have different effects depending on the type of microorganism. The 
size, density, and other phenotypic properties of the microorganism or solution can determine the 
amount of UV light that is absorbed(Chang et al., 1985). There have been studies that show that 
Gram-negative bacteria are more susceptible to UV light, due to their cellular structure and natural 
environment(Darghahi, 1970; Pataro et al., 2011). Once UV light, particularly UV-C light, has 




microbial DNA. This results in suppressing transcription and replication of the DNA strand and 
ultimately causing cell death(Guerrero-Beltrán & Barbosa-Cánovas, 2004).  
There have been several studies that have analyzed the efficacy of UV-C light on dairy 
products. For example, one study exposed sliced cheese to UV-C light with and without different 
thicknesses of plastic packaging(Ha et al., 2016). Through their UV-C treatments, they were able 
to achieve a > 3 log(CFU/g) reduction in the microbial load of the samples without and with the 
thinnest plastic packaging. Another study exposed Fiordilatte cheese inoculated with 
Pseudomonas spp. to UV-C light for up to 300 s and measured the microbial quality(Lacivita et 
al., 2016). They noted that treating the cheese with 60 or 300 s of UV-C light kept the microbial 
load < 5 log (CFU/g) for a 10 day observation period. However, the samples treated with 0 ‒ 30 s 
of UV-C light had a microbial load > 5 log (CFU/g) between 4 ‒ 6 days.  
In another study, several types of milk and cheese products were exposed to UV-C light 
where the microbial inactivation and various quality parameters were measured. Several 
microorganisms were used including: Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli O157:H7, Listeria 
monocytogenes, Pseudomonas spp., etc. Microbial reductions of 1 ‒ 6 log (CFU/cm2 or CFU/mL) 
were observed depending on the sample. The density, composition, and opacity of the sample plays 
an important role on how far UV light penetrates, therefore the effectiveness is dependent on the 
matrix of the food product. For example, the more porous and/or opaque the surface or solution is 
the less effective the UV light treatment will be(Tikekar et al., 2010). Changes in sensory 
characteristics and some quality parameters were also noted(Delorme et al., 2020). 
Although UV-C has proven to be very efficient at killing microorganisms, there are 
potential drawbacks for its use. The main concern with using UV-C light is that it can be harmful 




burns, and skin cancer, with those that work around UV-C light irradiation devices having an 
increased susceptibility(U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2020). UV-A light exposure, 
however, does not pose as high a risk as UV-C light when humans are exposed to it. Another 
benefit to using UV-A light is that there is less energy absorbed(Jeon & Ha, 2018). Although UV-
A has these benefits, it does not have the same antimicrobial strength as UV-C. These factors have 
led researchers to test the antimicrobial efficacy of UV-A light, especially when used with another 
factor.  
Recent studies have also indicated microbial inactivation when UV-A light has been used 
with another agent or compound. One such study showed that the combination of UV-A light and 
benzoic acid was able to inactivate E. coli O157:H7 inoculated on fresh produce by > 5 
log(CFU/mL) within 30 min. In the same work it was also discovered that the antimicrobial 
mechanism was due to membrane damage, intracellular acidification, and intracellular oxidative 
stress, by way of the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS)(Ding et al., 2018). When 
microorganisms are exposed to UV-A light, intercellular components commonly found, such as 
Flavin or NAD (P) H, can become excited to a triplet state which then forms charged 
radicals(Cadet et al., 2009). These can result in ROS and oxidative damage to DNA, proteins, and 
lipids, all of which are essential for microbial viability(Pattison & Davies, 2006). Various other 
studies have looked at the antimicrobial effects of the combination of polypropylene blended with 
polycations, peptides, or proteins and subsequent UV-A light exposure (Bastarrachea, 2019; 
Gagon et al., 2019, 2020). Peptides and proteins, when used to modify materials and protonated, 
exhibit a similar antimicrobial mechanism as polycations which disrupts negatively charged cell 




compounds are also capable of generating ROS when exposed to light which can ultimately 
increase their antimicrobial effects(Ji et al., 2011). 
The objective of this study was to investigate the antimicrobial mechanism and microbial 
inactivation kinetics of UV-A irradiation on cheese surfaces. This study also aimed to analyze any 
changes in surface chemistry through infrared (IR) spectroscopy and changes in color. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Materials 
Processed cheese was obtained from the Dairy Processing Plant at the Department of Nutrition, 
Dietetics, and Food Sciences, Utah State University (Logan, UT USA). Plate count agar (PCA), 
tryptic soy agar (TSA), and tryptic soy broth (TSB) were obtained from Difco™ (Decton 
Dickinson, Sparks, MD, USA). Sodium phosphate monobasic anhydrous, potassium phosphate 
monobasic anhydrous, potassium chloride, and sodium chloride were obtained from VWR (Life 
Science, Philadelphia, PA, USA). CellROX® Green Reagent and propidium iodide (PI) were 
obtained from Invitrogen (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 
 
Test Microorganisms 
The Gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli K12 ATCC 47009 and Gram-positive bacterium 
Listeria innocua L2 were provided by the department of NDFS at Utah State University (Logan, 
UT, USA). Preparation of test microorganisms was done based on previous works(Bastarrachea, 
2019). Briefly, a loopful of a frozen stock (– 80 °C, 20% glycerol) from each bacterium was 




each bacterium was then inoculated into 9 mL of sterile TSB and incubated for 12 ‒ 14 hours at 
37 °C. A loopful of the overnight culture was then streaked onto a new TSA plate and incubated 
for 24 hours at 37 °C. These TSA plates were stored under refrigeration for a maximum of three 
weeks and used for all the evaluations. Before any experiments were performed, a single colony 
of the needed bacterium was introduced into 9 mL of sterile TSB and incubated overnight at 37 
°C for 12 ‒ 14 h. These cultures were used to prepare any bacterial suspensions for all evaluations 
as explained in the following sections. 
 
Kinetics of Microbial Inactivation in Processed Cheese 
A ~ 8 log (CFU/mL) suspension was prepared by diluting a bacterial overnight culture 10% in 
sterile deionized (DI) water. The processed cheese was cut into cylinders with a 35 mm diameter, 
~ 5 mm thickness, and a weight of 6 ‒ 8 g. The cheese was then inoculated with 19 µL of the ~ 8 
log (CFU/mL) suspension by streaking onto its surface to give a final microbial concentration of 
~ 5 log(CFU/g) . The processed cheese was allowed to dry for 5 min under aseptic conditions. 
After the cheese dried, the cheese was placed in a UV crosslinker CL-1000L (Analytik Jena, Jena, 
Germany) and exposed to UV-A light (λ = 365 nm, 6000 μW/cm2, approximately 15 cm from the 
cheese’s surface) for different exposure times, 0 ‒ 60 min, at 10 min increments. After UV-A light 
exposure, the cheese samples were blended in buffered peptone water and serial 10% dilutions 
were prepared with the same buffer solution. Then, 100 μL of each dilution was plated onto TSA 
plates, which were then incubated for 48 h at 37 °C. Preliminary tests were performed to determine 
whether TSA plates could be used in place of a selective media, where cheese samples without 
any bacteria added were blended and 333 μL were plated on TSA. After the plates were incubated 




(CFU/g). Furthermore, tests were also performed using selective media which resulted in a lower 
plate count than the TSA plate counts. It is hypothesized that the lower plate counts on the selective 
media is due to the inhibition of growth for any damaged bacterial cells following the UV-A 
treatment. Number of survivors were determined thereafter through plate counts. Each treatment 
was performed in triplicate. 
 The experimental data was fitted with the Weibull model of inactivation kinetics: 
 
log =  −𝑏𝑡                            (1) 
 
where N represents the microbial load (CFU) at a specific time, N0 is the initial number of 
microorganisms (CFU), b (min–n) and n (dimensionless) are temperature dependent coefficients, 
and t represents time (min)(Peleg, 2003). Often first order kinetics are used to characterize 
microbial inactivation, however, the inactivation behavior of many microorganisms doesn’t follow 
the linear first order kinetics. This has led to the need for a new, more accurate model for microbial 
inactivation that accounts for the nonlinearity of microbial inactivation, which is called the Weibull 
model(Van Boekel, 2008). Thus, we used the Weibull model in our study.  
 
Analysis of Intracellular Oxidative Stress 
Intracellular oxidative stress was analyzed using CellROX® Green Reagent and according to 
previous works(Wang et al., 2017). Briefly, PCA (having the same dimensions of the cheese 
samples) was used in lieu of the processed cheese and was inoculated with 19 μL of each bacterium 
and was incubated at 37 °C for 24 h, to obtain a bacterial lawn. Attempts were made to grow a 




in order to obtain the needed bacterial lawn, as it is more often used as a food simulant due to its 
carbohydrate content and is used to measure microbial load in dairy products(Luan et al., 2019). 
The PCA was then exposed to UV-A light for 10 ‒ 60 min. Following the treatment, the bacterial 
lawn was removed and placed in a test tube with phosphate buffered saline (PBS). CellROX® 
Green Probe was added to the suspension to give a concentration of 5 μM. The suspension was 
then incubated in the dark at 37 °C for 30 min. Following the incubation, the suspension was 
washed three times with sterile PBS and then re-suspended in 500 μL of PBS. A volume of 100 
μL was then transferred to a 96-well opaque plate for fluorescence intensity measurements with 
an excitation and emission of 485 and 520, respectively, using a SpectraMax® iD3 microplate 
reader (Molecular Devices, LLC, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The relative fluorescence was calculated 
as the ratio between the fluorescence intensity readings after 10 – 60 min of UV-A light exposure 
and the intensity of bacterial lawn after 0 min of UV-A light exposure. 
 
Analysis of Membrane Damage 
Analysis of membrane damage was performed as outlined in previous works(Wang et al., 2017). 
Each bacterium was analyzed using fluorescence probe propidium iodide (PI).  PCA plates were 
inoculated with 19 μL of each bacterium and was incubated at 37 °C for 24 h, to obtain a bacterial 
lawn. The PCA was then exposed to UV-A light for 0 ‒ 60 min. The bacterial lawn was then 
removed and washed with DI water and centrifuged for 2 min at 10,000 × g. A volume of 50 μL 
of PI was then added to each sample to give a concentration of 5 μM and then incubated at 25 °C 
for 15 min. The samples were then washed and suspended in 500 μL of PBS. A volume of 100 μL 
of the sample was then put into a 96-well opaque microplate and analyzed using a SpectraMax® 




emission wavelength of 490 and 635 nm, respectively, to measure the fluorescence intensity. The 
relative fluorescence was calculated as the ratio between the fluorescence intensity readings after 
10 – 60 min of UV-A light exposure and the intensity of bacterial lawn after 0 min of UV-A light 
exposure. 
 
Surface Characterization by Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared 
Spectroscopy 
The procedure outlined was based on previous works(Bastarrachea, 2019; Gagon et al., 2019, 
2020). The surface chemistry of the processed cheese was analyzed following 0 and 60 min of 
UV-A light exposure. They were analyzed using ATR-FTIR with an IRTracer-100 infrared 
spectrometer (Shimadzu Corporation, Japan) that was equipped with a diamond ATR crystal 
(Quest Single Reflection ATR Accessory, Specac Limited, United Kingdom). The resulting bands 
were interpreted using the software KnowItAll (Biorad Laboratories, Philadelphia, PA, USA) 
following the necessary baseline corrections. 
 
Measurement of Changes in Color 
The changes in color were measured following 0 and 60 min of UV-A light exposure. After the 
treatments, the samples were analyzed using a colorimeter (Chroma Meter CR-400, Konica 
Minolta, Ramsey, NJ) by randomly selecting three spots on the surface. Each treatment was 
performed in triplicate. The changes in color were determined using the following equation:  
 





where ΔE is the total change in color, ΔL* is the difference between the initial and treated L* values 
(luminosity), Δa* is the difference between the initial and treated a* values (green-red spectrum), 
and Δb* is the difference between the initial and treated b* values (blue-yellow spectrum). 
 
Statistical Analysis 
When appropriate, statistical significance between treatments was determined through Tukey’s 
pairwise comparisons using Minitab® version 19.2020.1 (Minitab Inc., State College, PA). 
Nonlinear regression analysis was performed with SigmaPlot 14.0 (Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, 
CA). In all statistical analyses a confidence interval of 95% was used. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Kinetics of Microbial Inactivation in Processed Cheese 
The processed cheese inoculated with E. coli K12 exhibited a faster microbial inactivation rate 
than the samples that were inoculated with L. innocua L2. After fitting the experimental data with 
Eq. 1, a ~ 6 log (N/N0) decrease in the microbial load could be achieved in ~ 70 min of UV-A 
exposure time for E. coli K12. To achieve a similar decrease in the microbial load, L. innocua L2 
would require ~ 130 min (Figure 4.1, Table 4.1). In another study that exposed similar 
microorganisms (L. innocua 11288 and E. coli DH5-α) to pulsed light treatments, it was shown 
that the E. coli was more susceptible than the L. innocua(Pataro et al., 2011). They also concluded 
that the mechanism of microbial inactivation was different due to the differences in bacterial 
structure and cell wall composition between Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria(Darghahi, 




their susceptibility to the treatment. Gram-positive bacteria are commonly found on material 
surfaces which are generally more exposed to solar UV-radiation, whereas Gram-negative 
bacteria, particularly entero-pathogens, are commonly found in the digestive tract of animals and 
humans where there is minimal solar UV-radiation(Anderson et al., 2000). According to our 
results, it is believed that the use of UV-A light for cheese surface decontamination could be used 
as an alternative food preservation method. However, we would recommend further studies with 
different types of cheese and the use of other foodborne pathogens. 
Table 4.1.  
Weibull Equation Parameters and R2 Values. 
Microorganism 
Parameters 
b n R2 
E. coli K12 0.0025 1.8363 0.88 
L. innocua 0.0178 1.1893 0.84 
 
Figure 4.1.  





Analysis of Intracellular Oxidative Stress and Membrane Damage 
A significant difference (P < 0.05) was found between the UV-A treatments for the processed 
cheese inoculated with E. coli K12 for both the intracellular oxidative stress and membrane 
damage (Figure 4.2). Similarly, a significant difference (P < 0.05) was found between the UV-A 
treatments for the samples inoculated with L. innocua L2 for both intracellular oxidative stress and 
membrane damage (Figure 4.3). However, it was not as pronounced as E. coli K12. Although a 
significant effect was found, the relative fluorescence values are very small when compared to 
other studies that analyzed the intracellular oxidative stress(Wang et al., 2017). Other studies have 
noted that UV-A light induces mainly sub-lethal effects to the microorganisms, such as oxidative 
stress, protein damage, delayed growth, and decreased energy metabolism(Probst-Rüd et al., 
2017). Furthermore, studies have shown that E. coli is typically more susceptible to UV-A 
irradiation due to the presence of a particular thionucleoside found within their tRNA(Jeon & Ha, 
2018; Probst-Rüd et al., 2017). Our results are in accordance with these previous studies indicating 
a greater susceptibility of E. coli to UV-A light. During the making of cheese, it undergoes a salting 
process which has various functions, with one such function controlling microbial growth and 
activity(Guinee & Fox, 1993). Studies have also found that the salt concentration of an 
environment can have an inhibitory effect on both E. coli and L. innocua(Hajmeer et al., 2006; 
Skåra et al., 2011). Thus it is hypothesized that the cause of microbial death is due to cell damage 
caused by the UV-A exposure which further increases the susceptibility of the salt present in the 







Figure 4.2.  










Figure 4.3.  







Surface Characterization by Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared 
Spectroscopy 
Fig. 4 displays the IR spectra of processed cheese with 0 and 60 min UV-A exposure. The moisture 
content, H2O, is found between 3600 ‒ 3000 cm-1. The lipid content belonging to an ester carbonyl 
group, R(CO)OH or R(CO)OR, can be found at 1765 ‒ 1730 cm-1 with a C-H stretch vibration at 
2930 ‒ 2850 cm-1. Fat-related bands were also noted at 1477 ‒ 1400 cm-1, representing a C–H 
bending, and at 1170 ‒ 1115 cm-1 which is a C–O stretching band. Furthermore, a C=O vibration 
band can be found at 1690 ‒ 1620 cm-1 as well as a N-H vibration band at 1570 ‒ 1535 cm-1 which 
indicates the presence of amides from proteins(Chen et al., 1998; Woodcock et al., 2008). There 
was a decrease in the moisture content after 60 min of UV-A exposure which caused an apparent 
increase in the concentration of lipids on the surface as seen at bands 2930 ‒ 2850 cm-1 and 1765 
‒ 1730 cm-1 (Figure 4.4). No other noticeable changes were observed indicating no major 
deterioration occurred(Chen et al., 1998). These changes however are expected to only be mostly 
on the surface of the cheese since UV light has a low penetration in opaque and dense 
samples(Choudhary & Bandla, 2012; Jun & Irudayaraj, 2008). One study measured the ratio 
between transmitted and incident UV-C light based on the thickness of Fiordilatte cheese and noted 











Figure 4.4.  
IR Spectra of Processed Cheese after 0 and 60 min of UV-A Light Exposure. 
 
 
Changes in Color 
A significant change (P < 0.05) in color was shown between 0 and 60 minutes of UV-A exposure. 
Significant differences were found for the L*, a*, and b* values. The L* and b* values were lower 
while the a* value was higher after 60 min of UV-A, indicating an increase in darkness, greenness, 
and yellowness. Using Eq. 2, the total change in color, ΔE, was 4.27 ± 0.58 (Table 4.2). There 
have been studies indicating that ΔE values > 3 are discernable with the visible eye which may 
result in the product becoming undesirable(Koca et al., 2011; Sanz et al., 2009). However, there 
have been other studies that have performed sensory analyses that used UV-C light on cheese and 
other products in which the changes in color did not affect the overall sensory scores(Choudhary 
& Bandla, 2012; Lacivita et al., 2016). Thus, a sensory analysis would be recommended to 
determine whether the changes in color and potential changes in texture and mouthfeel affect the 






Table 4.2.  
Color Parameters of the Processed Cheese after 0 and 60 min of UV-A exposure Time.  
 
Note. Treatments that share the same letter within the same column are not statistically different 






L* a* b* ΔE Picture 
0 76.66 ± 0.45a -1.72 ± 0.31a 30.59 ± 0.34a - 
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OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
 
The sequential treatment of HIU, UV-A light, and the addition of either Nisin or ε-poly(lysine) 
exhibited microbial inactivation. It was able to obtain 1 ‒ 4 logarithmic (CFU/ml) reductions when 
tested against E. coli K12 and L. innocua L2, while having a total energy input of 111 ± 2 kJ kg-1, 
which is ~38% less than thermal pasteurization. The storage studies showed that the samples stored 
at 4 °C had a continued decline in the microbial load whereas the samples stored at 25 °C had 
varying results, with the majority increasing in the microbial load. There were statistically 
significant changes (P < 0.05) in the changes of color at the highest levels of each factor, 30 s HIU, 
15 min UV-A light, and 2 mg/mL ε-poly(lysine) or 0.5 mg/mL Nisin. Statistically significant 
changes (P < 0.05) in the pH were also observed for the treatment at the highest levels of each 
factor and ε-poly(lysine) while the treatment with Nisin had the same pH as the control.  A sensory 
test would be recommended to determine whether these changes in physiochemical or sensory 
properties affect the overall appeal and quality of the milk. The sequential treatment of HIU, UV-
A, and the addition of natural antimicrobial compounds could prove to be an alternative method 
in milk preservation. Further research in the application of this combination of treatments on a 
larger scale would be recommended. 
 The individual application of UV-A light on the surface of processed cheese also showed 
promising antimicrobial effects. Using the Weibull model, it was found that to inactivate ~ 6 
log(CFU/mL) it requires ~ 70 min and ~130 min of UV-A light exposure for E. coli K12 and L. 
innocua L2 respectively. Although statistically significant (P < 0.05) differences were observed in 
the intracellular oxidative stress and membrane damage, the results were very small when 




inactivate the bacteria, thus it is recommended that further research be performed to identify and 
confirm the appropriate antimicrobial mechanism(s) used. The IR spectroscopy showed no 
changes in the surface chemistry but did show an overall decrease in the moisture content after 
being exposed to 60 min of UV-A light. There were also statistically significant (P < 0.05) changes 
in the color between cheese samples exposed to 0 and 60 min of UV-A light. A sensory analysis 
would be recommended to determine whether the changes in color and any potential changes in 
texture and mouthfeel would affect the overall quality and desirability of the cheese. 
 Further research may involve testing these materials against other potential dairy foodborne 
pathogens. This could help identify the antimicrobial efficacy of these treatments. Other research 
could look at treating cheese samples with packaging material to identify whether UV-A light 
treatments can be applied after the packaging process. Also, it could prove to be beneficial to test 
these treatments against other dairy products, such as different types of cheese, yogurt, etc. 
